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Abstract: Multimedia transmission over 3G Networks suffers from Repeated dropped calls, Signal dropping to ‘no service’
intermittently, Getting stuck on no service and having to restart the phone or switch airplane mode on and off to regain
service, General poor reception across the board – Poor 3G, No signal where previously the customer had a full 3G signal
(i.e. at home or work). Because of such challenges present in 3G Networks, it is difficult to meet User's requirements such as
multimedia transmission with low delay and low packets loss. In such scenarios, Concatenated Network Coding and its
variants can be used by nodes to meet different requirements. Concatenated Network coding changes the role of network
nodes from traditional routing or store and forward to encode the data packets. This is especially useful when broadcasting
audio or video data, which can be naturally partitioned layers with different perceptual importance. Encoding process
includes mathematical operations on data packets. This thesis work has considered number of theoretical and practical
scenarios where Concatenated network coding or it's variant applied on multimedia traffic with the aim to improve
performance and to provide protection against packet losses. This thesis work has mainly focused on the performance
enhancement of Multimedia traffic over 3G Networks using Concatenated network coding or it's variant packets of greater
importance has got more protection.
Key Words: Transmission, Compression, Video Standard Format, 3G, Mobile generation Network.
I. INTRODUCTION
3G, short form of third Generation, is the third generation of mobile telecommunications technology.[1] This is based on a
set of standards used for mobile devices and mobile telecommunications use services and networks that comply with
the International Mobile Telecommunications-2000 (IMT-2000) specifications by the International Telecommunication
Union.[2] 3G finds application in wireless voice telephony, mobile Internet access, fixed wireless Internet access, video
calls and mobile TV. 3G telecommunication networks support services that provide an information transfer rate of at least
200 kbit/s. Later 3G releases, often denoted 3.5G and 3.75G, also provide mobile broadband access of several Mbit/s to smartphones and mobile modems in laptop computers. This ensures it can be applied to wireless voicetelephony, mobile
Internet access, fixed wireless Internet access, video calls and mobile TV technologies.
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Figure 1.

3 G Architecture

we suggest a method allowing for the most important part of the uncoded block of source data to be forwarded to higher
layers before all of the packets necessary for network decoding of the complete block of source data have been received. To do
this, at the transmitter we employ a delay mitigating code, which we construct and which we show is rate optimal in sense that it
achieves points on the boundary of an associated capacity region. This is done by treating the network coded channel upon the
reception of successive innovative packets as a degraded broadcast channel and determining the rate region of that broadcast
channel. This approach provides a nice hybrid between 1) digital fountain codes and priority encoded transmission, the state of
the art in multimedia encoding for practical networks, and 2) recently developed network coding. Fountain codes and priority
encoded transmission codes treat the connection between the source and sink as a packet loss and reordering point to point
channel abstraction, the effects of which are counteracted with (near Shannon limit performing) erasure codes such as LDPC or
RS codes. Network coding does not treat the connection between source and sink with a point to point abstraction, and instead
re-encodes the data as it travels through the network. The hybrid between these two philosophies is (fittingly) achieved by
exploiting a concatenation of an (inner) network code and an (outer) multi-media erasure/delay mitigating code. The decoder for
the concatenated code then allows the most important parts of the block of source data to be passed on accurately before all of
the necessary linear combinations packets for full decoding of the entire block have been received. In this manner, we have
provided a practical scheme for achieving a vision expressed in [5]:

Figure 2 Concatenated Network Coding.
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II. IDENTIFY, RESEARCH AND COLLECT IDEA

Most wireless technologies such as Bluetooth and IrDA standard provide the ability to strengthen the local wireless
network. Bluetooth technology was created by Ericsson in 1994 and is used to replace the cables in the office, in laboratories or
at home as in [11]. Bluetooth is a radio frequency cable with a short distance to replace the unlicensed technology with 2.4GHz
bandwidth in the scientific industry. Typically, Bluetooth devices have a range of approximately 10 meters and it can support
both voice and data communications with broadband 1 MB per second as in [12]. Because of the advantages of Bluetooth, such
as low costs and low power and nature can be pointed to different directions, parts of Bluetooth has been integrated into various
types of mobile devices such as mobile phones, PDAs and other wireless set. Research from In-Stat / MDR and Frost &
Sullivan has estimated the use of Bluetooth will be sold around 200 million units in 2001 and will increase to one billion in
2006. Therefore, currently the usage of Bluetooth technology was developed for mobile robot controller. With Bluetooth,
mobile robots then can be easily handled with a push of button from our common electronics gadgets such as hand phones or
PDA. Fig.1 shows the architecture for a Bluetooth enabled autonomous mobile robot as in [9].

Figure 3. Hardware Architecture [9].

In this project, a Bluetooth device in the server connected to the serial port of the PC. Then, for the mobile robot, a
Bluetooth device is connected to the RS232 of the Handy Board. During the navigation of the mobile robot, all the sensor
readings can be viewed from server (PC). At the same time, PC can send direction command to the mobile robot. Wi-Fi or
WLAN (Wireless Local Area Networks) is a wireless network based on a series of specifications from the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) called 802.11. Wi-Fi uses unlicensed radio frequency, mostly in the 2.4GHz band. It enables a
person with a wireless-enabled computer or PDA to connect to the Internet via a wireless access point. The geographical region
covered by one or several access points is called a hot spot. Wi-Fi was intended to be used for mobile devices and local area
networks, but it is now often used for Internet access outdoors. There are several types of Wi-Fi:


802.11a (offering transmission speeds of 24mbps to 54mbps)



802.11b (6mbps to 11mbps) and 802.11g (24mbps to 54 mbps)



802.11n (50mbps to 100mbps) is a proposed specification that will become a Wi-Fi standard once it’s finalized by the
IEEE, and the Wi-Fi Alliance completes its interoperability testing.

WLAN has changed the interaction manner through wire line between operators and robots in the past. The work area of
robots has not been influenced by the availability of lineate pavement anymore. Reference [13] has shown a development of
robot communication system. In this development, antenna used to operate in the control link of a mobile robot. The link will
carry control signals for the robot movements and image frames taken from an infrared camera mounted in the robot. The link is
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set by means of commercial WiFi boards, an Access Point placed on the robot and another PCI board inserted on the desktop
computer. Mobile robot moved according to the commands sent through the wireless channel by a desktop computer.
Characteristic Wi-Fi systems used in this development are wideband is around 100MHz, with a center frequency of 2.45GHz,
for the IEEE802.11b and IEEE802.11g. Fig. 2 shows the schematic of the mobile robot and the control office.

Figure 4. Schematic of the mobile robot and the control office[13].

Other wireless technology usage is developed teleoperation robots repairing the leaky chemical container as in [14]. This
project used WLAN for transmitting every movement of the virtual robot to the real robot. This WLAN responsible for
transmitting operators’ commands, the position information of the robot and the leak, remote video from the real robot, and so
on. On the spot, control center is far from the real robot, and several buildings are among them. Through using a high gain
antenna and an amplifier communication distance of WLAN can extend to over 30km. Fig. 3 shows the WLAN of Bridge
Connection Pattern used in this project.

Figure 5. Bridge Connection Pattern WLAN[14]

Third Generation (3G) mobile devices and services will transform wireless communications into online, real-time
connectivity. 3G wireless technologies will allow an individual to have immediate access to location-specific services that offer
information on demand. The concept of 3G wireless technologies represents a shift from voice-centric services to multimediaoriented (voice, data, video, fax) services.

Figure 6. System Structures [15]
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Reference [15] have proposed remote control system based on 3G technology and GPS (Global Positioning System) for

rescue robots. The system modules contain the terminal, the monitor system and network for data transfer. It includes the
correspondence technique, GIS (Geography Information System) technique, data processing technique, 3G technique; satellite
fixed position, the robot control technique and a Streaming media application technique. Fig. 5 shows the structure of the
system.
The workflow of processor is
i) The processor passes the plank of GPS OEM to deal with the GPS satellite signal and get the position current and some
other information, such as the speed and the direction etc., and hand over ARM to process. Then send back the Monitor
center though the 3G correspondence.
ii) The processor accept Monitor center control orders, open the camera, implement to collect the video frequency
information, after the data processing, send back the information to Monitor center though the 3G correspondence,
implement the video frequency contact between the terminal and the backstage.
iii) The monitor center send out various control orders to the robot processor, the processor controls the servo organization
after processing the information,
iv) finally, the robot takes the long range control orders, and complete various rescue missions.
III. WRITE DOWN YOUR STUDIES AND FINDINGS
Multimedia is the integration of multiple forms of media which includes text, graphics, audio, video, etc. Provides
Enhanced levels of interactivity by combining multiple forms of media content. Multimedia is the revolution in four areas:
communications, computing, entertainment, and consumer electronics. Real time multimedia data requires the large storage
space and available bandwidth of network (In terms of network multimedia require high bandwidth, low latency and jitter to
meet the real time application needs.) because of this reason compression of multimedia data is necessary.[22, 23] While
watching live cricket match or any other live video on Internet (regardless of how Internet is being accessed.),one can easily
observe delay in video, sometimes variation in delay and sometimes may be some part (may be video of mili-seconds or
seconds) of live video may be skipped. This is due to packets loss, delay in delivering packets in a specified time interval and
variation in delay. In case of Wireless 3G Networks bandwidth is limited and it can't be increased for particular transmission but
packets loss can be minimized by employing a good technique. To overcome these problems, Concatenated Network Coding is
one of the techniques.


Multimedia data such as video is composed of Group of Pictures, GoP is composed of frames. These frames are of
different importance. For video data, I frame's importance is more because loss of one I frame results in loss of one
GOP. Because I frame is referenced by P frames and B frames.



So, loss of I frame means loss of Group of Picture which introduces delay (break the video sequence) in transmission
and decreases the quality of video.



Such problems give birth to the concept of Generation wise encoding and Multi-Generation Mixing wise encoding of
packets using Concatenated Network Coding.



In Single Generation, for each GOP packet or packets of I frames are placed together in one encoded packet and
enough copies will be generated in order to recover original packets at the receiver side. P and B frames are encoded in
different packets of different generations and similarly, enough copies will be generated in order to recover original
packets at the receiver side.
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In Concatenated Network Coding, packets of I frame (I frame's Generation) are mixed with other packets of P and then
packets of I and P are further mixed with packets of B frames (B frame's Generation) and enough copies will be
generated in order to recover original packets at the receiver side. This Concatenated Network coding of packets in this
way provides robustness to packet transmission of I frame such that packet loss of I frame/s can be recovered with the
little redundancy and this can improve the overall performance of transmission.

Figure 4.1: Generate Concatenated Network Coding Packet Format.

Figure 4.2: Flow chart : To generate encoded packets in Concatenated Network coding generation by generation
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Figure 4.3: Flow chart: To mix generation wise generated packets

In this work, each sender encode packets using in Concatenated Network coding with single generation wise and Multi
Generation Mixing wise. At Application Layer each sender generates encoded data which is of type APPDATA. And using
Application layer Agent and Sendmsg method, it sends this APPDATA to Transport layer. At Transport layer, its Agent (target)
sets APPDATA in packet's payload and sends the packet to the Network Layer. At the receiver side, Network layer passes the
received encoded packet to the Transport layer.
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Implementation Flow

Figure 4.4: Suggested Implementation flow

Simulation is carried out for various scenarios using NS2. In this work, Concatenated Network Coding with Generation
wise Techniques is applied over MPEG 4 traffic. MPEG 4 traffic is generated using one patch available on Internet as
mpeg4tra_c.cc.[29] This MPEG 4 patch is integrated in NS2 and modified to generate encoded packets Generation wise
Techniques. Simulation is carried out for different number of mobile nodes. Simulation is carried out under TwoRayGround
propagation model. For routing packets over Wireless 3G networks routing protocol AODV is used in all scenarios. Simulation
is carried out in 750*750 area. In few simulations, size of Droptail queue is varied from 100 to 8000 and its effects on
performance is noticed. For simulation, cbrgen and setdest are used to generate traffic and mobility pattern for mobile nodes.
Simulation time is set to 560 seconds in all scenarios.
Graph in figure 7.1 represents effect of changing network parameter - Number of Connections on Performance parameter Packet Delivery Fraction for Concatenated Network coding with generation wise techniques and Without Concatenated
Network Coding. Here, simulation is carried out by changing number of connections (from 1 to 5 different connections). For
this simulation, queue length is fixed and it is 8000. Number packets sent in all cases is fixed ant it is 27000 packets. For this
simulation, simulation time is 560 seconds. It is clear from the graph that the Packet Delivery Fraction at achieved Number of
Connections for Concatenated Network techniques with generation wise is better than that of Without using Concatenated
Network Coding.
Graph for Number of Packets V/S Packet Delivery Fraction

With Concatenated
Network Coding
Without Concatenated
Network Coding

Figure 7.1: Graph for Number of Connections vs Packet Delivery Fraction for Concatenated Network Coding and Without Concatenated Network Coding.
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Graph in figure 7.2 represents effect of changing network parameter - Number of Connections on Performance parameter -

Delay for With Concatenated and Without Network Coding. Here, simulation is carried out by changing number of connections
(from 1 to 5 different connections). For this simulation, queue length is fixed and it is 8000. Number packets sent in all cases is
fixed ant it is 27000 packets. For this simulation, simulation time is 560 seconds. It is clear from the graph that the Delay for
Number of Connections for MGM is greater than that of without using Network Coding and Single generation.
Graph for Number of Connection V/S Delay

Figure 7.2: Graph for Number of Connections vs Delay for MGM, Generation and Without Network Coding

Graph in figure 7.3 represents effect of changing protocol parameter - Number Of Copies on Performance parameter Packet Delivery Fraction for Concatenated Network Coding. Here, simulation is carried out by changing number of redundant
copies (from 1.0 to 2.0). For this simulation, queue length is fixed and it is 8000. For this simulation, simulation time is 560
seconds. For simulation, 3 connections are created. It is clear from the graph that the Packet Delivery Fraction achieved for
different values of number of copies is better for Concatenated Network Coding
Graph for No. of copies V/s Packet Delivery Fraction

Figure 7.3: Number Of Copies vs Packet Delivery Fraction by forwarding different no of redundant copies With Concatenated Network Coding and with
Concatenated Network Coding.

IV. CONCLUSION
Mixing of different packets by means of Concatenated Network Coding with Generation wise techniques increases the
Packet Delivery Fraction as well as reduces Packet Drop Rate and Block Delay of multimedia transmission over 3G networks at
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the available bandwidth. In case of Concatenated Network Coding with Generation wise Techniques, loss of one or more I
packets are recovered through successful decoding of either IP packets or IBP packets. In some scenarios of Concatenated
Network Coding with Generation wise Techniques, to provide more protection to I frames by transmitting more and more
number of redundant copies of encoded packets results in burst traffic in the network and slightly reduces its performance. In
this thesis work, Video Traffic Model is used to generate video traffic frames as I,B and P at the specified frame rate and these
frames are encoded using Concatenated Network Coding with Generation wise Techniques. In this work, no real video traffic is
used for transmission, so in future it is an open direction to simulate real video traffic over wireless 3G Network Using
Concatenated Network Coding with Generation wise Techniques. In 3G networks, on receiving less number of encoded packets
then the required gives birth to partial decoding of packets or in future one can solve issue of decoding packets over multiple
generations of same set.
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